
               Will you rise up to defend 
our nation and preserve a future for 
our children and grandchildren?
                     Helpful links and much information is at:

WeAgreeAmerica.org
Sponsored by the MI Oak Initiative                                  
PO Box 136, Belmont, MI 49306

Do all lives matter?
Yes!~We Agree America!
Human life is precious which includes babies in the womb, Black, White, 
Asian, Hispanic, etc. When a nation denies the sanctity of life it is capable 
of doing anything to its people!

Should we support “civil righteousness”?
Yes!~We Agree America!
There must be a mediation and resolution of social, cultural, political, 
economic, and spiritual conflict in society. Social justice, civil unrest, 
and black lives matter, should be held to a higher standard of a 
Biblical worldview and prayer.

Should America stand behind 
and support Israel?
Yes!~We Agree America!
If America truly values life, liberty, and the right of citizens to pursue 
happiness, than America should support the nation of Israel who shares 
these values. America and Israel are not only allies, but share a Biblical 
worldview and a reverence for life and liberty.

Is marriage only between 
a man and a woman?
Yes!~We Agree America!
When marriage is redefined, children are hurt. They do better when 
raised by a married mom and dad. If family foundations are destroyed 
then the doors of immorality will open.

Polls show we have a 
nation that still maintains a
foundational Christian base. 

This is eroding quickly 
and we must now become 
personally engaged.

We are a nation at risk 
facing many challenges. 

Will our children 
have a future?

WeAgreeAmerica.org

RESET Together Gathering in Washington July 16, 2016 at the 
DC Mall. Calling one million Christians to the Mall to gather 
in unity to pray for our nation. See you there!  Full details at: 
Reset2016.com

Decision America Tour 2016 coming to Michigan State Capitol 
in October. Franklin Graham calling the nation to pray, vote 
Biblically and impact our communities for Christ.Full details at:  
DecisionAmericaTour.com

See more of the prophetic art of James Nesbit at: 
JNesbit.com

Join the Michigan prayer movement at: 
HiddenOnesMI.com

Upcoming related events:
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Is Radical Islam and Shariah Law a threat to 
our U.S Constitution and way of life?
Yes!~We Agree America!
Islam affects the First Amendment with its rights to freedom of speech 
and freedom of religion. Islam is not compatible with the US Constitution 
in a nation of laws.

Should we vigorously teach America’s 
foundations and moral values to this 
generation and future generations?
Yes!~We Agree America!
The greatest threat to America is that we have not passed on the fundamen-
tals of our foundation, our constitution, American patriotism, and especially 
our Judeo-Christian values to this generation. Examine how this has opened 
the door to capture the minds of a generation, and how it threatens our 
very existence.



What challenges are we facing?
The threat of radical Islam; terrorism; racial unrest; financial 
collapse/national debt; losing individual freedoms; socialism/
progressivism permeating our culture; dismantling of U.S. 
Constitution/States rights; open borders; illegal immigration; 
a redefining of marriage; increasing sexual immorality; 
unrestrained judges; abortion; body parts being sold 
by Planned Parenthood…what more can be said? 

What can be done?
The election in 2016 will ultimately determine if we remain a 
free nation or one that spirals down into bondage. We must 
first pray, vote Biblically and impact our communities for 
Christ. We all have a responsibility to be a voice and share 
the truth regarding issues of the day. 

Would you like to be part of the solution? Review the contents 
of this brochure carefully and share it with others. Visit 
WeAgreeAmerica.org for in-depth reading, statistics, 
links, and helpful information on EACH of these topics. Share 
the links. Post them on your Facebook pages. Ignite action!!!

Visit: WeAgreeAmerica.org
Sponsored by the Michigan Oak Initiative  
P.O. Box 136, Belmont, MI 49306

Is freedom of religion foundational to 
all of our personal rights and liberties?
Yes!~We Agree America!
Freedom of religion is the foundation of our rights in a free and virtuous 
society. When a nation turns its back on its God given laws nothing is secure!

If people vote Biblically can 
we change a direction of a nation?
Yes!~We Agree America!
When one votes Biblically they are allowing God to orchestrate their life. We 
must believe that God’s Word is true and provides the principles by which 
to select, endorse and vote for the right candidate. Putting “God first” shifts 
people’s voting power towards God’s original intent of governing a nation.

Should our borders be secured, 
law enforcement be honored, and 
rule-of-law upheld?
Yes!~We Agree America!
Law enforcement faces many challenges. Our borders are open 
allowing drugs, gang cartels and terrorists into our nation’s cities.

Will the financial structure which governs our 
nation determine the limit to which that nation 
can prosper and grow?
Yes!~We Agree America!
A sound financial structure does not spend more than it takes in, promise 
more than it can deliver or indenture future generations. A wise and prudent 
system carefully accounts for what it takes in, makes sure that it has more 
than enough to meet its obligations and sets aside additional funds to invest 
for the future. This leaves future generations a legacy, not a debt.

Is the liberal socialist/progressive 
movement an attempted takeover 
of America that leads to Marxism? 

Yes!~We Agree America!
America has powerful, well-organized Socialist enemies within our 
borders, engaged in undeclared, total war against her. The modern 
socialist/progressive movement (Marxism), wants to destroy the U.S. and 
extinguish freedom, liberty and free enterprise from the face of the earth.

Is prayer our only hope?
Yes!~We Agree America!
There is a spontaneous combustion of prayer in America. 
You can be part of it.  Read more and sign up at: HiddenOnesMI.com

Does constitutional good governance 
under the rule-of-law matter?
Yes!~We Agree America! 
Timeless moral truths form the fundamental foundation for constitutional 
good governance. Standing for truth is difficult but necessary. We can help 
with solutions.

Will you rise up to defend our nation 
and preserve a future for our children 
and grandchildren? We all need to act now!
                     Find out how at:

WeAgreeAmerica.org


